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HARTING T1 Industrial

Standardized according to IEC 63171-6, HARTING T1 Industrial 
is the new connectivity standard for any industrial Single Pair 
Ethernet application. Highly optimized high frequency design, 
shielding and high mechanical robustness make HARTING T1 
SPE connector a perfect choice to fulfill all industrial Single Pair 
Ethernet demands.

 Automation
 Robotics
 Agricultural

 T1 Industrial PCB jacks
▬ 275 piece reel
▬ single piece

 Machinery
 Transportation

 Connections to sensors and actuators
 Ethernet network devices (switches, routers, etc.)
 Vision and surveillance cameras
 HMI and control equipment

 T1 Industrial Assemblies
▬ Overmolded AWG 26/7 

cable assemblies

 Number of contacts: 2
 Ethernet speed between 10Mbit/s and 1 Gbit/s
 Fully shielded (360 deg. contact shielding)
 Full compatibility with PoDL (Power over Data Line)

 Voltage rating: 60V DC
 Current rating: 4A at 60C, 1.5A at 85C
 Operating temperature: -40C to +85C
 1000 mating cycles with IP 20 protection rating

 Only 2 wires to communicate 
Ethernet

 Symmetrical design of the mating 
interface

 Up to 1,000m reach with 10 Mbit/s 
data performance and PoDL
functionality

 Significant weight and diameter 
reduction of the cable

 Easier and faster connector assembly

 Highly optimized high frequency 
transmission performance

 Ability to deliver data and power over 
very long distances to devices 
residing at the edge of the industrial 
networks (eg. sensors)

 Space and weight saving

 Faster deployment with $ saving

 Capability of achieving Gigabit 
Ethernet speed and multi-Gigabit 
speeds in the future

 Possibility of deploying Ethernet 
communication from the enterprise 
level all the way to the sensor 
networks

https://b2b.harting.com/ebusiness/en/T1-Industrial-Jack-AH-IP20/09452812800
https://b2b.harting.com/ebusiness/en/T1-Industrial-jack-AH-IP20/09452812800333
https://b2b.harting.com/ebusiness/en/System-cabling-Data-Copper-cable-HARTING-T1-Industrial/460529?detail=true&sewConfig=false
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